WOMEN URGED TO BE REPUBLICANS

Democrats to Have Their Chance Today—Municipal Day at Suffrage School

BY MARGARET A. STEELELAND
Post Staff Correspondent

DURHAM, N. H., July 9.—The Democratic Party here is bringing a new bit of campaign strategy to bear on the loyal Catholic votes of this city.

Democrat leaders in the Senate and House of Representaatives are to be invited before the committee, there to be considered unratified treaties as tomorrow's business, probably imitated lately after the Woodrow Wilson of the treaty, and since most of the Versailles negotiations leading up to the treaty, the President will announce that he is not going to ratify it.

The German National Assembly is at a critical juncture, its members waiting to be heard by the President should he announce that he is not going to ratify it.

A vigorous questioning undoubtedly will be raised, the critics of the League of Nations and of the Paris peace conference feeling that the treaty should be ratified.

A Message to CANDY DEALERS

Concerning

Necco Wafers

The Big Roll At The Tiny Price

Necco Wafers are the purest cane sugar and the finest, most likable flavors pressed and moulded into dainty disks of fascinating sweetness. They charm with their cool, fresh crispness, they delight the taste.

These delicious candies have already won their way to the hearts of many thousands of candy lovers. Millions of Necco Wafers are sold and enjoyed each year. They are popular now, and are to be made even more popular, for NECCO WAFERS are to be advertised.

In a few days newspapers reaching the millions will be telling the story of Necco Wafers in a series of dainty, desire-creating advertisements. Street cars carrying the multitudes, surface, subway, and elevated, will display cards in color suggesting the deliciousness of Necco Wafers. Soon everybody will know and want Necco Wafers.

Back of this message are the resources and reputation of the manufacturers of Necco Sweets—a great candy company, with a business built solidly on the unvarying high quality of its products. This advertisement is to announce the creation of a greater demand than ever for Necco Wafers. Order in the following flavors—Assorted, All-Chocolate, All-Peppermint, All-Wintergreen, and All-Cinnamon.

Your jobber has them.